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#485.17
17” Extreme Machine Grinder

#491.17
17” Floor Prep Plus Grinder

#483.17
17” Commercial Buffer

With cast aluminum base, this rugger
buffer shrugs off the abuse of grinding,
scarifying and sanding concrete. Some
of the key features and benefits of this
machine include a solid steel gearbox
coupler system with cast aluminum
motor cover, dual safety switch levers
and an oversized handle tube. An
optional 40 lb. weight kit and dust
shroud are also available.

The 491.17.00 ﬂoor machine is a
dependable, quality grinder at a price
you can’t beat. The second generation
Floor Prep Plus grinder is now all steel
construction with a myriad of features
including a Triple-planetary gear box.

Ideal for light duty applications such as
ﬂoor scrubbing and finish stripping, the
Commercial Buffer combines loads of
power, terrific features at a great price.

#485.17.TG
Extreme Machine with Torque Guard
#491.17.TG
Floor Prep Plus with Torque Guard
The #485 industry workhorse Extreme Machine and
economical #491 Floor Prep Plus are also available
with integrated Torque Guard™ from Taylor Tools.

#485.17.TG

FLOOR MACHINES

Patent #20200158282

TG.2000 Torque Guard
The Torque Guard is a patented safety
torque overload device designed for
buffers and grinders which can sense
the initial impact of an obstruction and
within a millisecond automatically cut
the power to the machine without any
operator input. Works with standard
110v outlets.
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EZ Scrape Carbide Blades
#470.15.00 Deluxe Carbide Blades
Carbide replacement blades for the EZ Scrape
don’t get any better than these high pressure
blades that are guaranteed to stay sharper
and last far longer than any other blades on the
market.

#470.15B Standard Carbide Blades
If initial cost is a major consideration, you can’t
go wrong with these standard grade carbide
blades at a very modest price.

#470.15.00

#470.15B

#470.04A

#470

#471

EZ Scrape
#471 - 15” Disk for 17” Machines
#470 - 17” Disk for 19” & 20” Machines
Removes cutback, multi-purpose adhesives and other hard-to-remove ﬂoor residue quickly and
easily. No chemicals or disposal issues. The EZ Scrape is a dry removal system. Removes: Paint,
Cured Adhesives, Rubber Padding, even Urethane Adhesives.
The EZ Scrape is supplied with a plastic clutch plate for use on standard buffers. An optional
aluminum clutch plate is available for use on heavy duty buffers such as the Taylor Tools Extreme
Machine #485.17 if preferred. Use of the aluminum clutch plate on a standard duty commercial buffer
with an EZ Scrape may cause damage to the machine and will not be covered under warranty.

#470.04A Aluminum Clutch Plate
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#485.MH Multi-Head
Comes with six 4” dia. x 1/2”
thick velcro pads. (#485.1602)

ATTACHMENTS FOR MULTI-HEAD
#485.1659
Mounting Plate for Blue
Diamond Cup (5/8” Male)

#485.1610 1/4” Titan Puck

#485.1602
1/ 2” Replacement
Velcro Pad

485.30
4” 30 Grit Diamond Plate

For surface profile and adhesive
preparation. Removal of rubber
padding. Attachment: Bolt on

For sanding and concrete
removal.

#485.1617
Blue Diamond Cup
4” 30-grit diamond plate.

485.1618 “Red Devil”
4” 30 Grit Diamond Plate
For grinding and concrete
removal.

For grinding and concrete
removal. Attachment: Mounting
Plate

#485.17.651 Weight Attachment

#485.17.DC.R Floating Dust Control Ring

Adding this additional 40 lb weight to
your buffer (Extreme Machine or Floor
Prep Plus) provides extra downward
force to let your machine really dig into
those hard-to-remove accumulation
spots. Virtually double the production of
any attachment.

Fits on all of the Taylor Tools 17” machines
and will instantly convert your machine
to dust free operation when attached
to a proper vacuum system, (removal of
the grey bumper is required to install the
dust control ring). The Commercial Buffer
(part #483.17) will require the addition of a vacuum port
(part #485.17.DC.1-1/2).

#485.17.11 Pad Driver For
17” Floor Bufﬁng Machines

#485.17.10 Sand Paper Driver
(for 17” Extreme Machine)

#485.17.1296 Double-Sided
Titanium Shredder

The molded polymer
pad face has
hundreds of
individual hooks that
grip into the threads of
a ﬂoor pad and hold it securely while
operating. The solid block includes a
built-in riser and holes allow use with
solution dispensing machines.

This driver is made
from a plastic
one piece block.
A 3/8” foam pad
and stamped metal
centering device provide the holding
power. Universal Clutch Plate to fit
most machines.

This tough
attachment
is virtually
indestructible and
has 10 grit on both
sides. (Requires a sandpaper driver)

FLOOR MACHINE ACCESSORIES
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Concrete Removal and Prep Tool
Grind concrete with your standard duty ﬂoor buffer (200
rpm max), without fear of damaging your machine. Because
the direction of rotation pulls the diamonds across the
surface, danger from catching on a crack or expansion joint is
eliminated.
DB.CNC.13.100
DB.CNC.15.100
DB.CNC.16.100
DB.CNC.17.100

13”, 100 Grit for 15” Machines
15”, 100 Grit for 17” Machines
16”, 100 Grit for 17 & 20” Machines
17”, 100 Grit for 20” Machines

Mastic Tool
Removes stubborn coatings such as tile glue, mastic, thin
set, thin mil epoxies, urethanes and paint. You can use your
standard duty ﬂoor buffer (200 rpm max), without fear of
damaging your machine. Because the direction of rotation
pulls the diamonds across the surface, danger from catching
on a crack or expansion joint is eliminated.
DB.MAS.15.25 15”, 25 Grit for 17” Machines
DB.MAS.16.25 16”, 25 Grit for 17 & 20” Machines
DB.MAS.17.25 17” 25 Grit for 20” Machines

Concrete Prep Plus

Hand Tools

The Concrete Prep Plus is the answer for coating removal on
porous, rough concrete surfaces where you can’t use an EZ
Scrape. The aggressive metal backed diamonds attack cured
coatings on rough surfaces. It can even be used on standard
buffers without fear of breaking the drive pin. Grinds faster
and lasts longer than standard tool.

Simple to use and easy to maneuver, Diamabrush Hand Tools
require very little pressure, avoiding unwanted ridge marks
left in the concrete by other diamond tooling.

The 25 grit Concrete Prep Plus leaves a 25 grit profile on
concrete which is sufficient for application of most epoxy and
painted coatings.

DB.9204501202
DB.9207001202
DB.FH.45HTSHROUD
DB.FH.70HTSHROUD

4.5” Diambrush Removal Hand Tool
7” Diamabrush Removal Hand Tool
5” Diamabrush Dust Shroud
7” Diamabrush Dust Shroud

Hearing protection is required when using this attachment.
DB.941601202 16”, 25 Grit for 17” Machines
DB.941601222 16”, 100 Grit for 17” Machines

DB.9204501202

DB.9207001202

DB.FH.45HTSHROUD

DB.FH.70HTSHROUD

Hardwood Tool
You can use your standard duty ﬂoor buffer (200 rpm
max), without fear of damaging your machine. Because the
direction of rotation pulls the diamonds across the surface,
danger from gapped boards or cut outs such as heater vents
catching the tool are eliminated. Diamonds are 50 grit and
used primarily to remove hard surface finishes. Subsequent
sanding should start at 60 grit or coarser.
DB.HDW.15.50 15”, 50 Grit for 17” Machines
DB.HDW.16.50 16”, 50 Grit for 17” & 20” Machines
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VACUUMS/DUST COLLECTORS
If your jobs involve concrete grinding and surface preparation, chances are that you are aware of the updated OSHA standard
1926.1153 on silica dust containment which is intended to help protect workers from exposure to respirable crystalline silica. This
standard specifically defines stringent requirements for vacuum dust collection systems to be used in conjunction with concrete
grinding work. OSHA requires you to use a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter that is at least 99% efficient in removing
mono-dispersed particles. Taylor Tools line of Extreme Dustmaster dry vacuums meets and exceeds OSHA’s new standards.

#EDC.290

#EDC.75.20
#EDC.400

#EDC.290 Extreme Dustmaster
10.5 Gallon Capacity Vacuum

#EDC.75.20
Extreme Dust Control Cyclonic Pre-Separator

#EDC.400 Extreme Dustmaster
Continuous Bagging System Vacuum

No HEPA vacuum filter is immune to obstruction and clogging
long term. But there are ways to extend the life of your filter.
Positioned between the grinder and vacuum unit, the Extreme
Dust Control Cyclone Separator is a key component of the
Extreme Dust Control vacuum system.

Both of the new dust collectors supply high performance
HEPA filtration (99.97% of particles down to 0.3 Microns) and
produce a powerful 280 CFM of suction at 110 volts AC with a
100% duty cycle. Each steel-constructed vac features a filter
shaker system designed to constantly remove filter buildup.
That means Taylor Tools dust collectors are made to operate
all day long with consistent performance. Additionally, 32’ of
siliconized hose length - resistant to kinking and cracking - will
help you reliably reach further into your job’s square footage.

VACUUMS/DUST COLLECTORS
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Contractor-Grade Spud Bar:
#403 & 407
The most powerful, efficient design at an
economical price. Twice as heavy (16 lbs.)
as standard spud bars and longer length for
more power.
Blade holder design prevents build-up. These
DURABLADE blades are 50% thicker than
standard blades.
Speciﬁcations:
Blade Width:
Weight(lbs):
Length:

#403
3”
16
66”

#200

#407
7”
18
66”

Replacement blades:
#403.01 3” x .083” Blade
#407.01 7” x .083” Blade

#202

#203

LOCKJAWS
Standard Grade Spud Bar:
#303 and #307
Standard Spud Bar with Leverage
Handle #303.03 and #307.07
For those difficult hand stripping jobs, here is
a real heavyweight ﬂoor scraper with a long
life. These all-steel spud bars feature .062”
Durablades and a comfort- able shovel handle.
And for even easier and more effective use,
you can order both 3 1⁄ 2” and 7” spud bars
with a unique, adjustable leverage handle. The
optional handle (#308) can also be purchased
separately to modify our other spud bars.

Speciﬁcation:
Blade Width:
Weight(lbs):
Length:

#303
3.5”
9
57.5”

#303.01
3.5”
10.25
57.5”

#407 #407.03
7”
7”
11
12.25
57.5”
57.5”

#200 Lockjaw
#202 Double Lockjaw
#203 Triple Lockjaws
1 or 2-man carpet clamp that takes a bite out of the biggest
jobs. Lockjaws feature stainless steel teeth that really lock
onto the carpet and a wide cushion-handled grip that lets a
couple of guys really put some muscle into a big tear-up. You
can even hook Lockjaws up to a winch.
For even greater holding power when removing carpet with
a power winch, purchase ready-made double and/or triple
Lockjaws.

308
-1.25
57.5”

Replacement blades:
#303.01 3 1⁄ 2” Blade
#307.07 7” Blade

Deluxe Carpet Clamp #824
#303.01
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The Deluxe model features all cast aluminum construction
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Oil Flo 141
There’s nothing else like this terrific, water-soluble solvent cleaner. It quickly and
easily dissolves many hard-to-clean organic stains and substances including
urethane adhesive - even cured urethane!
Biodegradable Oil-Flo 141 is colorless, non-foaming, with a neutral pH, low odor and
a high ﬂashpoint (over 141° F). Contains no chlorinated solvents or CFC’s.
Can be shipped by air.
Quickly and Easily Removes Hot
Melt Adhesives!
Oil-Flo 141 does a spectacular job of removing hot melt adhesive and residue (even
hot melt used to bond tackstrip and metal) from wood, carpet and other finished
surfaces.
OIL-FLO 141 dissolves:
• cured urethane adhesive
• hot melt adhesive
• mastic adhesive
• asphalt
• coal tar
• cosmetics
• cutback
• graffiti
• grease
• chewing gum

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

latex
oils
resins
sealcoat
tape residue
waterproofing
window caulk
inks
permanent marker
tar

14004

Oil Flo Part No.
14012
14004
14005
14055

14005
14012

Description
1 Pint Bottles
1 Gallon Jugs
5 Gallon Pail
55 Gallon Drum

Pk.
12
4
1
1

Wt. (lbs)
1
8
45
470

CS-22 Cleanup Solvent
CS-22 is a fast-drying liquid with a multitude of uses.
Removes: adhesives black marks fingerprints oil and grease
Use on: carpets wood vinyl clothing vehicles painted surfaces wallpaper
CS-22 is non-ﬂammable, with much less odor and is also
packaged in a safer, more convenient container. CS-22 dries
quickly with no residue and does not need a water rinse.
Ground shipment only. *Not available for sale in CA*
CS22 Part No.
22012
22112
22004
22005
22055

CHEMICALS

Description
1 Pint Bottles
1 Quart Bottles
1 Gallon Jugs
5 Gallon Pail
55 Gallon Drum

Pk.
12
12
4
1
1

Wt. (lbs)
1
1.75
8
45
470
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At 300 to 400 surface feet/minute, Broncos have more than twice the removal
rate of competitive machines.
For the first time, removal rates are not dependent on a machine’s sheer size and weight. The Bronco equals or outperforms those
large, heavy, expensive, awkward machines but comes in a small, compact size.
Small, but powerful, the Bronco is easy to transport in a standard garden trailer or pick-up truck rated 3/4 ton or heavier, when
loaded and unloaded with a forklift. Only 29” wide, the Broncos fit in passenger elevators and through doorways making it ideal for
residential applications.
The adjustable Power-Glide articulating suspension system keeps the blade engaged at all times. This technological breakthrough
means that we don’t have to add extra weight just to keep the blade engaged. And that means we can keep the Bronco reduced in
size with a smaller motor. And yet there is no sacrifice in removal rates. The Bronco is still the fastest machine available today.

#260B.HL
Hybrid Optimum Bronco
Combining speed and power with a longer lasting battery charge, you
get arguably the fastest, most efficient and cost-effective battery
operated ﬂoor removal machine on the market today.
• 4-8 Hrs. Battery Operated / 110V Cord-Powered / or Both,
It’s Your Choice!
• Fast, Convenient, On-Board Charging System!
• Cord-Power Plus A Fully Charged Battery Provides
• 24 Hrs. of Continuous Operation!
• Powerful…Strip Up To 15,000 Sq. Ft. Per Charge!
Patent Pending

#260P.G2
Propane-Powered Bronco
The fastest, most maneuverable ride-on ﬂoor stripper on the market
today (up to 450 surface feet per minute), is also now the easiest
machine to service and maintain.
The new Bronco 260P.G2 stripper has been redesigned to include a
more powerful battery and redesigned control levels with milled high
strength aircraft aluminum and steel components.
Additionally, we made some enhancements to the G2 to make it
easier to service and maintain:
• External Oil Check and Dipstick
• Externally Mounted Air Filter
• Easily Accessible Battery and Jump Contacts
Patent Pending
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#464R
with Quick Reverse
Control

#462
Heavy Duty Stripper

The #464R has a quick reverse
control lever to be used at the
end of a cut or to reposition the
machine. Built around the troublefree, quiet Model #462 heavy
duty stripper design, this incredibly
powerful #464R machine can quickly
and efficiently tackle the most difficult
removal jobs - with little or no strain on the
operator.

Super quiet, incredibly effective
and practically maintenance free
year after year. The rental proven
design is longer lasting and quieter
than the newer machines that have
come on the market. That is why we give
a 3-year limited warranty for the entire
front-end assembly. The 2200 strokes a
minute belt driven action and heavy gauge
steel construction reduce wear on the moving
parts for lower maintenance costs, fewer replacements, and
quieter operation.

#HF1000
Floor Stripper

#264
Top Cut Saw

The #HF1000 Flooring Stripper
from Taylor Tools is a lightweight,
portable machine ideal for
removing carpet, vinyl, linoleum,
carpet under pad and old glue.

The safer, quicker, more
effective way to cut relief joints
for wood ﬂooring take up jobs
• Saves time, money...and knees
• Safer than traditional circular saw
• Limits generation of airborne dust
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STRIPPER BLADES
Durablade with DYNALLOY
People love the legendary Taylor Tools Durablade brand stripper
blades that were developed over 30 years ago and have
withstood the test of time and competition. Why are they so
popular you might ask?
Durablades comprise the unique combination of high strength
and extreme ﬂexibly. These traits allow for longer blade life
and improved efficiency. The blade’s ﬂexibility ensures regular
contact with the ﬂoor and minimizes the need for re-scrapes.
Durablades have sold standard with Palmer, Sinclair and
Taylor Tools walk behind strippers as well as Taylor Tools
Bronco ride on strippers. They’re a hallmark of both the
ﬂooring and equipment rental markets and people know
them by name.
Durablades come from US-manufactured steel that is sourced
domestically, milled, cut punched and sharpened in our plant in
Denver, Colorado.

Now you can buy the same great
quality blade..proudly made in the
USA..that’s compatible with Crain
and Wolff walk-behind stripper
machines*...and at a GREAT price!
Check out our website to find a
Durablade that best fits your needs.
And ask your distributor or reseller for
them by name!
* Crain is a registered trademark of The
Crain Cutter Company with whom Taylor
Tools is not afﬁliated
* Wolff is a registered trademark of Uzin Utz NA with vwhom Taylor
Tools is not afﬁliated

HEAVY DUTY STRIPPERS & BLADES
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#DI.2000

#DI.2100

#DI.BDX20

#DI.J200

#DI.BDX30

#DI.500

#DI.TECHSCAN

#DI.HT3000

#DI.2000 Delmhorst Totalcheck Kit

#DI.BDX20 Moisture Meter

Offers scan and pin moisture modes as well as a thermohygrometer that measures ambient temperature and
relative humidity (RH) and calculates dew point and specific
humidity (GPP).

The BDX-20 is the newest in the legendary “BD Series” pin
meters for the building trades. This rugged meter has an
ergonomic design with an easy grip handle and large tactile
buttons for comfort and usability. Equipped with a custom,
LCD display and intuitive user interface, users can quickly
obtain accurate readings.

#DI.2100 Moisture Meter
The DI-2100 is great for measuring moisture in a variety
of different building materials, including wood, concrete,
drywall, EIFS, roofing, insulation, and ﬂooring. The BD-2100
has a digital display, an adjustable alarm, and Delmhorst’s
exclusive calibrated drywall scale.

#DI.J2000
Wood Moisture Meter With Case
#DI.J2000
Wood Moisture Meter With Hammer Probe
For ﬂooring contractors, woodworkers, furniture
manufacturers, QC inspectors and small mills, the J-2000
helps to keep up with ever-changing job conditions. With
built-in wood species correction and temperature correction,
along with storage and informative reading statistics the
J-2000 is an extremely versatile tool at a great value.

#DI.500 J-Lite Moisture Meter
The J-Lite is a moisture meter for wood that has a simple,
easy-to-read light-up display that’s perfect for newbies and
experts alike.
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#DI.BDX30 Moisture Meter
The powerful BDX-30 brings all the design elements and
functionality of the BDX-20 and introduces Bluetooth®
integration to the Navigator family with the Delmhorst
EDGE™ app.

#DI.TECHSCAN Surface Meter
A fast and accurate pinless wood moisture meter that
provides non-destructive testing with an easy-to-read
analog display that’s ideal for use by contractors, mill
operators, and others.

#DI.HT3000 Ambient Relative Humidity Meter
The DI.HT3000 is a great meter for monitoring the level
of humidity in ﬂooring installations, building inspections,
restoration jobs, and even agriculture operations. With a
simple interface, fast acclimation, and useful statistics like
dewpoint and grains per pound, the DI.HT3000 is a great value
at an economical price. Use the HT-3000 in conjunction with a
moisture meter for a thorough assessment of every job.

DELMHORST
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The Protimeter MMS2 Flooring kit IS A multi-function moisture
meter with the most innovative humidity sleeves system available.
MMS2 Flooring kit has been developed to meet the ASTM F2170 standard
for in situ humidity test in concrete. Included is the multi-function Protimeter
MMS2 that also allows rapid evaluation of the slabs moisture level.
Measurements Include:
• In situ relative humidity and temperature - required for
ASTM F2170 standard.
• Relative humidity and temperature in the ambient conditions required for ASTM F2170 standard.
• Surface temperature - required for ASTM F2170 standard.
• Noninvasive instant moisture evaluation used prior to in situ RH
moisture test.
• Pin type moisture measurement, evaluating wood
ﬂoor materials.
• Data logging.

##P8800.FL.KIT

#P5702 Digital Mini Pin-Type Moisture Meter
The Protimeter Mini can be used for making rapid moisture assessments in a wide range of
building materials including wood, masonry, drywall, plaster and concrete. The instrument
measuring pins are small and sharp which means measurements can be taken at the surface
with virtually no mark left behind.
#P5702

#P5760 Aquant Surface Meter
#P5760

The Protimeter Aquant (non-invasive) is the sister product to the Surveymaster
and helps you locate moisture quickly in a wide range of materials with a RF
measurement system unique to the Protimeter. This system allows you to
detect moisture up to ¾” (20mm) below and behind the surface in the most
efficient way possible.

#P5365 Surveymaster

#P5365

The right moisture meter makes all the difference! And we’ve made even more improvements
to enhance the Protimeter Surveymaster. This versatile pin and non-invasive moisture meter is
ergonomically designed for easy, one-handed operation to measure moisture in buildings, and
other related structures, both on and below the surface. This allows you to assess moisture levels
for both new and refurbishing activities, as well as to diagnose moisture-related problems in
existing buildings. All Protimeter instruments have a two-year warranty.

#P5777 Reachmaster Pro
The only moisture meter with a telescoping handle -- which
extends up to 48” (122 cm) -- the ReachMaster Pro lets you
inspect those hard-to-reach spaces without additional effort.
The ReachMaster Pro lets the user easily zero-in on problem areas -- optimizing home inspections or ﬂoor damage repairs. The
device features adjustable sensitivity, allowing for customized surveying to the material being inspected. A pinless moisture
meter, the ReachMaster Pro can take readings from a surface to a nominal depth of 5” (12.5 cm), creating a moisture profile for
a volume of material.

PROTIMETER
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#625 Calcium Chloride Moisture Test Kit
First developed by the Rubber Manufacturers Assn. Inc., the Calcium
Chloride Moisture Test Kit accurately measures the amount of moisture (in
lbs.) coming through the slab over a 1000 sq. ft. area during a 24 hr. period.
For many manufacturers of ﬂooring materials, it is the only acceptable
method of testing for moisture. Very inexpensive. Weighs 1 lb.
To calculate your test results, use our accurate online calculator at
taylortools.com/calculator

#625B
The most economical way to buy CaCl test
kits. Each box includes 50 domes and test
dishes, 1 ea. instruction sheet and log sheet.

#625.00.POP
Budget-priced version of the #625
Calcium Chloride Moisture Test Kit,
specifically packaged for display sales.

#625.POP.VP
Lowest priced kit. Includes 3 calcium
chloride tests and two pH tests.
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Use to confirm your pre-weight and weigh the Calcium Chloride after
exposure. Then do the calculations and send the sample back for free
confirmation documentation and archival service of your test.

#625.HT Humidity/Temperature Pen

*Actual product may vary

Measures both ambient humidity and ambient temperature in one instrument.
Ambient humidity and temperature readings are required information when testing
for moisture in concrete slabs, (calcium chloride or relative humidity testing).

#625.CALC Pocket Calculator
Do you want to do your own moisture calculations but
HATE MATH?
Ask your Taylor Tools distributor for one of our handy 625.
CALC pocket calculators.
Just line up the test duration with the gain in weight and you’ll
instantly see your results.
OR..
Try our fast, accurate online calculator at
taylortools.com/calculator

#626.MPB
The #626.MPB is fully compliant with ASTM-F-1869 and
features a protective cover and a super-bright backlit LCD
display which retracts into the instrument for increased
protection and portability.

#PH.100 PH Meter
Make quick, precise pH readings of
concrete and carpet surfaces with the
PH.100’s surface contact probe.
Note: The PH.100 does not
accommodate the PH.500 extension
cable.
CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS FOR PH
METER
Solution
Part No.
Rinse
#625.06.PK
pH 4.01
#625.06.04
pH 7.00
#625.06.07
pH 10.00
#625.06.10

OTHER METERS & GRAM SCALES
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#600 Uni-Lift
The Uni-Lift turns any heavy object into an easy-to-move
4-wheeled cart without balancing or tipping. Strap a pair of UniLifts onto a heavy object, push the lifting lever, and one person
(man or woman) can easily move desks, appliances, machinery...
up to 800 lbs. Featuring the patented Sta-Tite belt tightener, large
3" casters and rubber bumper guards, the Uni-Lift quickly and
efficiently solves your heavy lifting and bulky moving problems.
Comes with attached 1 ft. strap w/buckle and 11 ft. strap w/o
buckle plus an extra 7 ft. strap w/buckle.

#505 The Mule
The Mule is more compact, lighter and more
maneuverable than other carts and it costs less.
Yet, it can carry 1,000 lbs., can be hand carried and
is easily stored because of its compact size.

#500.03.NF No-Flat Tire
Install on your Carpet Cart or Mule Cart and
eliminate ﬂat tires forever! Same Load Rating as
standard pneumatic tires.

#500 Carpet Cart
Large 16" pneumatic tires and a heavy gauge
tubular steel frame provide a 1,000 lb. capacity
for easy carpet and padding handling.
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#893 Seam Weld Iron &
#893L Iron With Led Handle Light
SEAM SEALING & SEAMING..Much
Easier and Faster Than a Glue Gun Tip!
Throw that glue bottle away and meet
the future of carpet seaming. The
patented 1-Step Seam Sealing and
Seaming System from Taylor Tools not
only drastically reduces installation time,
it results in a better, stronger seam.
The 1-Step Seaming Iron’s unique
welding head applies a precise amount of hot melt adhesive
to the carpet seam edges, locking in the face yarns while
simultaneously welding the seam together.
The result? A joint that is actually stronger than the rest of the
carpet with a seam that will remain ﬂat even after stretching
with virtually no seam peaking.
Instruction in the proper procedure is required for optimum
results. Call, write or visit the Taylor Tools website for more
information.

#890 Taylor Iron &
#890L Iron With Led Handle Light
Many of the features on our #893 TruTrak Seam Welding Iron have proven so
popular that we’ve incorporated them
into our standard irons. Now the best
conventional irons on the market are
better than ever.
Features:
• Nap spreader allows you to inspect
the alignment of the carpet backing
as you’re making the seam.
• All Taylor Premium Seaming Irons include a powerful, new
900-watt heating element and a 24’ cord.

#790 Conventional Iron &
#790L Iron With Led Handle Light
Now you can get a quality iron at a
budget price. These irons include
such features as a 900 Watt heavyduty heating element for fast heatup, a 5-setting thermostat and a fully
grooved base. Both irons come with a
heavy-duty iron tray, a 12’ power cord
(also available with a 24’ cord) and a
90 day limited warranty.

#325 3” &
#326 6”Universal Teﬂon
Carpet Guards
The most effective way to
properly reduce excessive heat
reaching the carpet backing. Fits
most irons sold today.
If you can’t touch the top of your iron without burning your
fingers, can it really be safe enough for those heat sensitive
carpet backings?
CARPET SEAM ROLLERS

#888 4” Seam Roller
#889 6” Seam Roller
Rolling the spiked wheels of
the Seam Roller over heat bond
seams increases the transfer
of the hot melt adhesive to the
carpet backing thereby improving the strength of the seam.
This action also enhances the appearance of the carpet at the
seam. For use on loop pile carpets.

#888S 4” Smooth Seam Roller
#889S 6” Smooth Seam Roller
New smooth roller surface is now
required for plush carpets. Won’t
leave tractor marks. Can be used
on all carpet styles.

#800.16 Kicker Pick/Row Tracker
One end of this unique tool has a series of blades
specially designed for fast, easy cleaning of your
stretcher and kicker heads including Sharkteeth.
The other end traces factory rows on a wide
variety of carpet styles.

#800.17 Adjustable Kicker Pick/Row Tracker
Adapt this versatile new version of our popular row tracker
for any type of carpet. The tip can be adjusted to give various
degrees of row spreading. The other end contains blades for
fast, easy cleaning of stretchers and kicker heads.

SEAMING IRONS, KNEE KICKER & ACCESSORIES
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CARPET INSTALLATION
Scan for More
Information

#870 Concrete Nail Driver
Sink concrete nails with a single blow from
a standing position with the incredible
#870 concrete nail driver.

#808 Deluxe E-Z Tuck
Get rid of your other tucking tools
and install carpet 20% faster with the
versatile E-Z Tuck. The Deluxe E-Z Tuck
has a permanently lubricated bearing
which creates a smoother action and
eliminates wear on the wheel.

No misses and no damage to walls
resulting from misses because the outer
tube (sleeve) guides the inner tube or
mallet in the striking sequence - saves
fingers and base boards.
The Driver also features a replaceable
magnetized tip for locating and holding
loose nails and a convenient handle for
installation ﬂexibility.

#825 Deluxe Knee Kicker
The #825 Deluxe Knee Kicker
features the widest head, the
largest bumper pad and one
of the longest extensions of
any kicker on the market. This
combination allows you to move
more carpet with every kick. The rubber
bumper and hand grip also make the #825
Kicker the most comfortable one to use.

GLUE STICKS
1/3

#887.01 4” Glue Sticks (30/bag)
#887.10 10” Glue Sticks (12/bag)
Also available in 25 lb. boxes

But the biggest advantage this kicker has is the unique,
hardened stainless steel saw tooth blades which let you really
bite into the carpet and at the same time prevent the kicker
from clogging up with yarn fibers and scuffing the carpet face
like worn out staple nap grips.

Special Taylor formula minimizes fiber
and backing distortion. Anti-oxidants
reduce degradation, yellowing and
hardening from U.V. exposure. Includes
a ﬂuorescent material that reﬂects
“black” light for easy seam inspection.
Fits all 1/2” glue guns.

#800.15 SharkTeeth

CARPET REPAIR TIPS

The overwhelming success of the stainless
steel tooth plate on our #825 Deluxe
Knee Kicker led to the development of
SHARKTEETH. These hardened stainless
steel blades replace wimpy wire staples on
any single screw nap grips. 5 times longer
lasting, the long pins penetrate deep into
pile to positively grab all carpet types.

#886.05 Micro Repair Tip
#886.06 High Flow Repair Tip
#886.093.CP Carpet Piercing Tip

#886.05 & #886.06

#737 Stretcher Hook
The popular #737 Taylor
Stretcher Hook is now better
than ever. An internal spring
gives under extreme pressure
to reduce the chance of broken
prongs. A set screw in the base allows installers to adjust the
release pressure.
This innovative,lightweight (1.5 lb.) tool stretches from the
ﬂoor, not from the wall, so you can eliminate tubes, tailblock
assembly and carrying cases. All you need is the #737
Stretcher Hook and stretcher head.
Caution: This tool can only be used on carpets that have
the manufacturer’s approval. This tool will damage the
ﬂoor surface under the carpet. Installers should not use on
hardwood ﬂoors.
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#886.093.CP

#885 Heat Gun
Adjustable air intake regulator
provides temperatures from 500°F
to 1000°F. Replaceable brushes
and Quick Change heating element
extends life and eases servicing.
Weight: 2 3/4 lbs. including
stand.115V, 15 amp., 27 cu. ft./min
air ﬂow.

SEAMING IRONS, KNEE KICKER & ACCESSORIES

303.371.7667
www.TaylorTools.com

CARPET INSTALLATION

Scan for More
Information
Tool Pouches
All our tool pouches are made of top quality grain leather and
are constructed to withstand rugged use day in and day out.

#816

Knife pouch

#812

Box with pocket ﬂap.

#813
#816

#814

#812

#813

Flared shape, single pocket pouch with pocket
ﬂap.
4 1⁄ 2” x 7 1⁄ 2” overall size.

#814

Same as #813 without pocket ﬂap.

#815
#M.20.060
#815

Five (5) pocket box shape pouch features one
large main pocket plus two smaller pockets. Also
has two (2) tapered holders.
6 1⁄2” x 7” x 1 1⁄2”
overall size.

#M.20.060

Mozart Trimmer pouch.

BROOMS

#315 18” Broom With Handle
Polystyrene bristles with split tips give our brush and broom better sweep action, more
durability, better fiber bend recovery and at a far lower cost than horsehair models.
The broom comes with a 5’ wooden handle and support hardware. The bristles are 3”
long with a brush face of 18” set in a clear lacquer hardwood block.

#314 24” Broom With Handle
For those who like a wider sweeping action. Features 3” ﬂagged plastic
bristles set in clear lacquer hardwood block. Comes with 5’ wooden
handle. Weighs 3 lbs.

#310 Counter Brush
Brush bristle length is 2 5/8” long with a 9” face set in a clear lacquer
hardwood block.

#310

#314

ALUMINUM STRAIGHT EDGE

#904 (36”)
#906 (75”)

#315

Anodized finish protects against damage. Nail
hole at one end and 45° mitre at the other.

POUCHES, BROOMS & STRAIGHT EDGES
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LINOLEUM/VINYL
Scan for More
Information

#380 Accutrak Groover
For fast, efficient installation of parquet, laminate, cork, melamine and
hardwood. Combines shunting and hammering. No damage to tongue
and groove. Includes new swivel head.
• Unique design lets you view the blade as it’s cutting.
• Loosen head screw to adjust or replace blade.
• Set screw allows adjustment and replacement of rear blade.
• Rear blade allows cutting right up to the wall.
• Guide roller with built-in bearing ensures straight cuts. Easily
removes for cutting curves.
• Adjustable front plate for precise cuts or high speed grooving.
• Guide keeps tool properly aligned in seam.

#M.1600.00
Skiving Knife/Weld Rod Trimmer
Skiving Knife with replaceable razor-sharp
blades and trim guides. Trims the heat weld rod
ﬂush at the seams.

SPACER CLAWS

#M.20.060
Trimmer Pouch
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#M.8679.000
.5 MM Spacer Claw
#M.8700.000
.7 MM Spacer Claw

ACCUTRAK/MOZART TOOLS

303.371.7667
www.TaylorTools.com

WOOD & CERAMIC

Scan for More
Information

#375.03
Power Shunting Device

#TAP.1000
Tapper Tool

#435
Flooring Nailer Mallet

For fast, efficient installation of
parquet, laminate, cork, melamine
and hardwood. Combines shunting
and hammering. No damage to
tongue and groove. Includes new
swivel head.

The patented #TAP.1000 has redefined the
wood ﬂoor installation process. Gone are
the days of countless hours on your knees
with a tapping block and mallet.

The #435 Rubber Flooring Mallet features
a lightweight fiberglass handle and a white
no-mar rubber head, making it ideal tool for
installing both prefinished and unfinished
ﬂooring. Use the mallet to tap your ﬂooring
into place without fear of scratching or
denting your new ﬂoors.

The Tapper Tool allows you to quickly,
safely and efficiently hammer in tongue
and groover wood ﬂoors mechanically in
a fraction of the time. It’s also great for
lace-in work. The Tapper Tool is 3 simple
components, that attach to any standard
SDS drill.

WOOD/CERAMIC DOCTOR

#WD.911 Wood Doctor
#CD.911 Ceramic Doctor
The kits repair wood, laminate, ceramic, and vinyl ﬂooring. The professional ﬂooring kit enables the Installer to repair most
damages to wood, laminate, ceramic, and vinyl ﬂooring while on the job site. The kit contains 16 assorted Hard Wax PLUS fill
sticks, 3 fine tip Graining Pens, Clear Lacquer Marker, Hot Knife, Special Applicator, Scraper, and Scotch Brite Pad.

BEFORE

AFTER
#WD.911

#CD.911

WOOD/CERAMIC DOCTOR & OTHER WOOD TOOLS
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